By Anne Bensfield and Pamela Rogers

Listen and learn in different subject areas, with expert interviews, passionate
discussions, probing questions, and entertaining production. Access podcasts online: https://bit.ly/3d3yyhx

Elementary to Middle School

Middle to High School

KidNuz
Current
Events

Language
Arts and
Literature

Science

The Ten News

Five-minute rundowns of
weekday news with nonpartisan
kid appeal.

10-minute, biweekly news
summaries, delivered with joy,
context, and discussions.

Story Seeds

Book Club for Kids

Diverse authors collaborate with
kids to write a story, revealing
structure and tools for creative
writing along the way.

Tweens and teens discuss a
favorite book. Episodes feature
celebrity readers and author
interviews.

Wow in the World

Brains On!

Zany storytelling about science,
technology, and innovation, with
hosts Mindy Thomas and Guy Raz.

Science talk fueled by questions
from curious kids. Episodes are
cohosted by children who explore
answers from experts in humorous,
accessible ways.

Tumble
Interesting interviews with scientists
on a wide range of scientific topics
for children.

Show also in Spanish; has covered the
coronavirus in-depth.

Show also in Spanish; has covered
the coronavirus in-depth.

Individuals
and
Societies /
History

General

The Past and the Curious

This Day in History Class

Biographies of famous people and
spotlights on unusual historical
events. Entertaining episodes are
enriched with music and trivia.

Daily, short encyclopedic
summaries of events from
history that happened on
the same date.

But Why

Tai Asks Why

Honest, interesting, and
entertaining answers to kids’
questions about anything and
everything.

Teen host Tai Poole finds
experts to tackle kids’ questions on a wide range of topics that explore big ideas.

More
Social
Emotional
Learning

Imagine
Neighborhood

Art

Music

WhoARTed?

The Music Box

Exploration of
artists and art
history.

Engaging music
education.
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Foreign
Language

Sports

Mother Tongue

Audio dramas using
sports as a lens for
talking about life,
created by Kobe
Bryant.

Words, songs and
traditions from different languages.

Punies

